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ABSTRACT

Throughout the history of human spaceflight, NASA has relied on a team of ground-based
experts on Earth to manage its missions, vehicles, and crews to ensure crew safety and mis-
sion success. However, as missions progress beyond low-Earth orbit (LEO), this paradigm
of dependence on ground must evolve. Beyond LEO, in missions to the moon and Mars,
crews will confront new challenges: limited evacuation options, reduced resupply capabil-
ities, and significant communication delays that impede real-time support from experts on
the ground. This reduction in ground support amplifies the likelihood that crews will be
unable to adequately respond to unanticipated, safety-critical events. Understanding the
scope of these risks and identifying effective countermeasures hinges on understanding
the impact of communication delays on complex operations, especially in urgent, unfore-
seen events. Real-time communication currently provides the crew with continuous access
to a large, extensively resourced ground team skilled in anomaly resolution. However,
as communication delays grow, the need to transfer some responsibilities from ground
experts to onboard crew becomes evident. NASA has been exploring this shift in opera-
tional responsibilities and its effectiveness in managing complex operations for decades.
Nevertheless, a comprehensive understanding of the specific challenges posed by commu-
nication delays and the necessary countermeasures to mitigate them remains a gap. In this
paper, we present an update on our systematic review of the literature on communication
delays, the first in-depth review since 2013 (Rader et al.). We introduce a coding taxonomy
to capture key constructs from papers of interest and discuss preliminary findings. These
preliminary results suggest two significant research gaps: limited studies have been con-
ducted 1) with lunar-like latencies and 2) on problem-solving strategies for the maximum
latencies expected in Mars missions. We outline plans and propose recommendations to
address these gaps through ongoing and future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout the history of human spaceflight, NASA has relied on a team of
ground-based experts on Earth to manage its missions, vehicles, and crews
to ensure crew safety and mission success. During current missions, a team
of 15–20 system experts in the Mission Control Center (MCC) front room
monitors data, commands the vehicle, oversees onboard operations, and
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coordinates closely with the spaceflight crew to execute tasks. These MCC
front room experts receive support from other experts in their back rooms
(Multi-Purpose Support Rooms) and the Mission Evaluation Room. Dur-
ing daytime operations, this network comprises over 80 individuals ready to
detect off-nominal events and participate in real-time operational decision
making (Valinia et al., 2022). When an unanticipated event occurs, these
ground-based experts undertake the problem solving necessary to diagnose
and resolve the issue using their systems expertise and extensive resources,
including ground-exclusive datasets.

As missions extend beyond low-Earth orbit, a variety of constraints (e.g.,
limited resupply, decreased evacuation opportunities, and extended com-
munication delays) reduce the efficacy of this ground-dependent paradigm
(Panontin et al., 2021). The NASA Human System Risk Board has identified
a risk that the crew will be unable to effectively respond to unantici-
pated anomalies and execute complex procedures with diminished ground
support under the Risk of Adverse Outcomes due to Earth Independent
Human-Systems Operations (EIHSO Risk), previously known as the Risk
of Adverse Outcomes due to Inadequate Human Systems Integration Archi-
tecture (Buckland et al., 2022).

Upcoming Artemis missions will experience new challenges that impact
this risk profile, including harsh lighting conditions (Petro et al., 2020),
greater maintenance demands (Lynch et al., 2022; McTigue et al., 2023), and
prolonged communication delays. Space-to-ground communications during
Artemis are anticipated to experience a round-trip delay of 4 to 14 sec-
onds, compared to the approximately 3-second delay experienced during the
Apollo missions.

Our prior analyses of anomalies in ISS and Apollo missions suggest that
delays within this range could hinder the ground team’s ability to effectively
oversee crew task execution (see Figure 1) (Parisi et al., 2023). Currently,
ground controllers can correct crew actions in real-time to prevent unin-
tended outcomes. This real-time oversight is especially important during
the execution of complex, time-critical, and highly interactive procedures
like those undertaken during the Apollo 13 anomaly (Apollo Flight Journal,
2019).

Figure 1: Ground-to-onboard shift of safety-critical operations with increasing round-
trip communication delays. Time delays are notional (Parisi et al., 2023).
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As communication delays further increase, more capabilities currently per-
formed by MCC will need to shift to the onboard human-system team. For
Mars missions, where the delay can reach up to 24 minutes each way, crews
will need to independently respond to unanticipated, safety-critical anoma-
lies without real-time ground support (Valinia et al., 2022). The responsibility
for creative problem-solving, a function that presently lies almost exclusively
with MCC, will need to transfer to the crew. This is a critical change in
responsibility, essential for crew safety during solar conjunctions which will
completely block communications for nearly two weeks.

This shift in responsibilities will necessarily affect team cooperation, coor-
dination, and communication. At the team and multi-team levels, previous
research suggests that space-to-ground shared understanding, team coordi-
nation, team performance, and team cohesion decline under communication
delay (Landon et al., 2018). The risk associated with inadequate function-
ing within a team is captured under the Risk of Performance and Behavioral
Health Decrements Due to Inadequate Cooperation, Coordination, Commu-
nication, and Psychosocial Adaptation within a Team (i.e., the Team Risk)
(Landon, 2022).

NASA has been studying the nature of this shift in responsibilities and its
impact on complex operations since the early 2000s, but the last comprehen-
sive assessment of the state of communication delay literature took place in
2013 (Rader et al.). To begin developing communication delay countermea-
sures, an updated overview of the research landscape is needed. The purpose
of this work is to examine the evidence generated through 20 years of com-
munication delay research as an integrated set across these relevant risks.
Our systematic literature review focuses on how existing research aligns with
known areas of concern (e.g., complex procedure execution during lunar
delays and problem-solving during Mars-like delays). This paper presents
preliminary findings, highlighting significant research gaps in the field.

METHOD

We used research databases to gather 117 papers related to communication
delay. Search terms included “communication delay” and “communication
latency.” Although we were interested in analogous domains, we conducted
targeted, supplemental searches that added the term “spaceflight.” As our
current effort focuses on collaborative, crew-ground task performance, we
excluded papers that did not involve collaboration between two groups
and/or individuals (e.g., telerobotic operations over time delay) from the
results.

We developed inclusion and exclusion criteria to evaluate the remain-
ing papers. As we are interested in reviewing experimentally derived results
on communication delay risk characterization and mitigation, we included
research papers with an outlined study design. Papers that did not have
an experimental design (e.g., thought papers, technology demonstrations)
or that did not provide sufficient information for review of the methods
(e.g., conference abstracts, posters) were also excluded. This selection pro-
cess led to the preliminary inclusion of 24 research papers (denoted by * in
the References section).
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To evaluate the 24 selected papers, we developed a taxonomy tailored to
the key constructs of interest for the EIHSO and Team Risks; we devel-
oped operational definitions for each construct and created examples to
anchor construct ratings. We thoroughly reviewed and coded papers using
this taxonomy. During our review, we excluded two additional papers as their
experimental protocols did not require collaboration between two groups;
in both studies, the crew-like participants completed tasks independently,
without input from the simulated MCC.

For papers reporting multiple experimental instances (e.g., a protocol was
executed in two distinct analog missions reported in the same publication),
we coded each instance separately. This process yielded 32 coded results from
22 papers (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Diagram depicting the paper inclusion and review process.

Concurrently to this effort, our team began compiling a database of ana-
log missions, detailing associated characteristics (e.g., communication delay
studied, crew size, etc.; see Figure 3). We collected data from publicly avail-
able resources (e.g., news articles). Ninety-two missions have been identified
as of this writing, but data gathering is still ongoing, focusing on studies less
representative of high-fidelity spaceflight.

Figure 3: Set of example data gathered for the analog mission database.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The risk construct data captured during the coding process is currently under
review.Here, we present preliminary findings related to communication delay
characteristics and task types.
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Figure 4 displays the communication delays studied in the 22 papers.
Among the 32 instances coded from our analysis of papers, 28 focused on the
extended delays anticipated in Mars missions (i.e., 30 seconds to 22 minutes
one-way). Three instances examined delays like those experienced in low-
Earth orbit, under two seconds one-way. Notably, only one coded instance
(Vu et al., 2014) explored an experimental task with a communication delay
falling within the lunar range (five seconds one-way).

Figure 4: Number of studies for a given one-way communication delay. Coding results
may be counted in more than one comm delay category if the reported study had
multiple communication delay conditions.

Vu et al. studied the impact of “short” (one second) and “long” (five sec-
onds) communication delays on interactions between Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS) pilots and Air Traffic Control (ATC). They found that a five-
second verbal delay, akin to lunar-like conditions, resulted in lower mean
acceptability ratings from ATC compared to the short delay condition. This
study offers preliminary evidence that Artemis-like delays could significantly
differ in impact from Apollo-like delays. Participants included experienced
air traffic controllers acting as ATC and experimental confederate “pseu-
dopilots” acting as the UAS pilots. Because the study did not intend to
replicate spaceflight operations, participants were not screened for astronaut-
like qualities (e.g., advanced STEM degree) and were therefore rated as
lacking generalizability to the astronaut population during the coding pro-
cess. Additionally, experimental tasks were rated as somewhat low fidelity
relative to spaceflight-like tasks; ATC issued clearances to UAS pilots and
responded to requests using simulated aircraft control and UAS systems. The
tasks were specific to aeronautics, limiting their generalizability to spaceflight
tasks.

Among the 92 analog missions we surveyed, only one included any com-
munication delay within the lunar range. The Mars-500 Stage 3 mission,
which took place in 2010, implemented a variable communication delay
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simulating distance from Earth during Mars transit, ranging from 8 to 736
seconds (European Space Agency, n.d.). While the lower end of this range
does align with expected lunar latencies for Artemis, specific findings related
to this delay range have not been published.

Another research gap we identified relates to communication delays in the
Mars-like range. Four of the 22 final papers (Fischer, Mosier, & Orasnu,
2013; Fischer & Mosier, 2014; Fischer & Mosier, 2020; Mosier & Fischer
2023), explored problem-solving under a Mars-like delay, but each of these
experiments used a five-minute one-way delay. Notably, no studies meeting
our inclusion criteria investigated problem-solving under the maximumMars
delay (i.e., 24 minutes one-way). Our analyses of past anomalies suggest this
capability will need to be led by the onboard human-system teamwhen delays
reach this duration.

FUTURE WORK

While we are still analyzing the data from this systematic review, our pre-
liminary results highlight a substantial need for research to characterize the
impacts of expected lunar latencies on crew task execution and the impacts
of maximum Mars communication delays on problem-solving.

Our team’s portfolio of ongoing and future work is attempting to fill these
research gaps. We have developed a protocol that utilizes Microsoft Teams
to simulate lunar-like delays. This protocol involves one participant acting
as a spaceflight crewmember that will collaborate with another participant
acting as MCC under multiple delay conditions (i.e., 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10
seconds). We plan to use this simulation capability to conduct laboratory
studies that examine collaborative task execution under lunar-like latencies
between the spaceflight crew andMCC. In these studies, we will measure key
constructs of interest, including performance, frustration and stress, and team
cohesion. Additionally, we will focus on teamwork processes such as commu-
nication and coordination. This approach aims to provide an understanding
of the dynamics involved in spaceflight operations under lunar-appropriate
communication delays.

Simultaneously, we continue to use anomaly reconstruction and analy-
sis to characterize onboard needs for crew-led problem solving (e.g., Wu,
2021; Parisi, 2023). Our team is actively examining processes for organizing
and integrating information in spaceflight and analogous domains. We are
also mapping anomaly resolution processes onto established problem-solving
frameworks. This method is aimed at developing onboard information and
decision support systems.

Outside of our team’s specific contributions, NASA’s HumanResearch Pro-
gram at large is recognizing the gap in lunar latency research ahead of the
upcoming crewed Artemis missions. The Human Exploration Research Ana-
log (HERA) is planning on conducting missions during its Campaigns 7 and
8 that simulate lunar latencies (Loggins, 2024). During these missions, crew
performance on crew coordination and space-to-ground collaborative tasks
will be evaluated.
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CONCLUSION

As missions move beyond low-Earth orbit, first to the Moon and then
to Mars, NASA needs to develop new mission operations paradigms that
increase the crew’s capability to execute time-critical procedures and respond
to safety-critical events without immediate support from the ground. This
shift requires extensive research on team performance under expected laten-
cies, and there is currently a gap in the research literature that addresses
lunar communication delays. Research and countermeasure development is
urgently needed as NASA prepares to return to lunar orbit in 2025 and to
the surface of the moon in 2026.
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